The flood forecast and warning system means the system which can watch and predict flood disaster in advance and is one of the representing unstructured measures to mitigate flood disaster damage. Recently if we regard the characteristic of the history of torrential rain as rapid rise of water level of river due to regional heavy rain, in the flood forecast and warning system, securing preceding prediction time necessary for evacuation time and decision making is very important element. Especially, for urban stream basin because of the characteristics of short reaching time the effective method of flood forecast and warning is essential for securing preceding time. This study suggested the analysis method and standard in order to secure preceding time for flood warning in urban stream. This method predicts the water level change in the stream when rainfall event is predicted and then upper-and down-stream water levels are considered to analysis the water level change according to the predicted rainfall depth. Uper-and down-stream water levels are respectively the water level at warning point and the backwater level at joined river point. In this study, the suggested method was applied to Soyang stream which is urban mide and samll river. For the conference for the water level conditions which are various, we composed the rainfall scenario as the standard for flood warning which considers both cumulative precipitation and rainfall duration.
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우리나라는
도시 중소하천 홍수예경보 분석 기법
(1) 두 개의 수위표 H1 및 H2에서 각각 현재 수위 h1 및 h2 가 관측되었다. 
